Serendipitously, part of my own ethnographic immersion involved landing a job working two doors down from Rockin' Java at Amoeba Musicthe then-largest independent record store in Arnerica, 3 and a key hub of the local hip-hop scene. The Day One open mic had been recommended to me by an Amoeba co-worker and thus, even before realizing it was one of the largest and longest-standing weekly hip-hop open-microphone events in the Bay, I anticipated it being an important research site. I had met Murs once before, in 1998 when the Living Legends embarked on their first-ever national tour as an opening act for fellow Bay Area hip-hoppers Hieroglyphics. Following a canceled show in Albany, the first actual performance of the tour took place in Northampton, Massachusettsnot far from where I grew up and went to school as an undergraduate. Through a combination of my familiarity with the venue and what I suspect was an instance of racial (mis)recognition, my friend Dustin and I managed to not only get a room in the same motel as the tour, but to get one right in the middle of the Hieroglyphics room block. Since Black men with dreadlocks rarely passed through the "small, liberal-minded, 90 percent white college town," I imagine the clerk took one look at me and assumed I was a late-arriving member of the crew. 4 I didn't mind the misrecognition .
That's what we were there for. A few hours before the start of the show, the most-renowned member of Hieroglyphics, Del the Funky Homosapien, walked into our room. With the door open and the music turned up, Del most likely mistook ours for a Hiero room. I immediately offered him a beer and a seat. Del ended up spending most of the night -both before and after the show -in our room. Subsequently, a few other Hiero members and most of the Living Legends camped out there as well. Through my regular participation on the Living Legends online forum (the Legends Labyrinth), I had learned that Murs knew and was a fan of a German hip-hop artist named Juks, whom my friend Owa had met the previous summer while visiting Berlin. In anticipation of seeing the Legends for the first time in Northampton, I had brought along a second-generation dub of Juks's underground cassette-tape specifically for Murs, thus reconciling three degrees of transatlantic separation between the two artists. He seemed genuinely thankful to receive it. Now in San Francisco, possibly as a gesture of reciprocity, Murs was handing me his newly pressed CD, F'Real. 5 Initially, I assumed he was only showing it to me. "No. That one's for you," he said. 6 We spoke for a few minutes: he happened to be passing through Rocl<in' Java on his way to drop off copies of F'Real at Amoeba; I told him about my research and explained how I planned to be in the Bay for the next year; he bemoaned my choice of city, suggesting that Los Angeles -where he and the rest of the Legends had recently relocated -would have been a better fieldwork site; "I know you're having a good time though," he affirmed. Murs stayed for the entire open mic. It was the only time I ever saw him there. Although Murs did not get on the microphone to perform that evening, as an established artist in the scene -arguably the most celebrated artist I saw at the Rockin' Java -his mere presence involved a performance or, to borrow Erving Goffman's terminology, "presentation-of-his-celebrityself."7 As a Living Legend -the crew which, according to Amoeba Music's head hip-hop buyer, "all these [Bay Area hip-hop] kids have taken a page from" -with the foremost reputation as a fierce freestyler and battle MC, Murs was the object of aspiring hip-hoppers' clandestine gazes from the moment he entered the coffee shop.
8 And fortuitously for me, those people he showed familiarity with and warmth to were, if nothing else, worth taking note of. Within popular music scenes, especially those governed by authenticity demands, the identity-work participants perform serves as an (subjective) experience of and (objective) occasion for what Simon Frith describes as "self-in-process." 9 Certainly all hip-hoppers engage in forms of "impression management" while vying for subcultural acceptance, status, and/or validation.
10 Murs, through the rare occasion of his presence in a pungent music-scene space like the Day One open mic, was involuntarily pressed into a profound performance-of-self. Such is the price of celebrity at any level. A known figure is subject to surveillance upon recognition. At the same time, for a first time attendee at the open mic -an unknown figurethe performance-of-self can be similarly consequential. First impressions matter, as the example of Murs's greeting me for only the second time attests. Thus, in that moment of mutual recognition, Murs and I entered into a heightened performance of who's who in the underground hip-hop scene -"There goes Murs! And who's that he's talking to?" His knownness and my unknownness became symbiotic -the valences between the two were pregnant with the potential for misrecognition.
There is yet another valence through which our off-stage performances that evening can and should be recognized. In fact, my own recognition of it in the weeks and months that followed became a jumping-off point for theorizing the implications of social identification within a music scene where it was widely said -and widely known to be said -that a person's race had no direct bearing on the artistic evaluation of their performative prowess (i.e. "it's all about an MC's skills"). This valence, of course, is the "vast veil" of separation and difference that W. E. B. DuBois, in contemplating the Black experience in America, wrote about over a century ago.
11 That Murs and I were two of only a handful (perhaps a half dozen) of recognizably African American people at the hip-hop open mic undeniably added to my visibility there. Whereas Murs's recognition of me as the person he had met in Northampton made me someone notable, it was through recognition of race -the historically contingent meanings which we inconsistently assign to a constellation of phenotypical signifiers (such as skin color, hair, and facial features) -that I became 11otjceable. Over the course of the following year, as I seamlessly made the transition from an at times tentative ethnographer to a central figure in the Day One open microphone "microscene" (i.e. scene within a scene), I would realize how much being recognized as a (particular type of) racial subject, and the performance of race that accompanied such recognition, enabled and accelerated my journey.
11 I would also become profoundly aware of the extent to which a second type of racial recognition -that is, the acknowledgment of specific aesthetic and/or political traditions associated with distinct racial identities -conspired with the first type to betray the colorblind ideals of this multiracial community. In this chapter I present a snapshot of critically grounded hip-hop ethnography that examines the implications of racial recognition and identification within a purported colorblind underground hip-hop scene. To do this, I focus on a few thickly described autoethnographic episodes which showcase some of the ways in which these racial identifications perform identity-work.
13 My analysis issues from considerations of how my own racial visibility impacted my early experiences of acceptance as a researcher and, ultimately, an MC. Ethnographic research within hip-hop music scenes offers an important on-the-ground perspective through which to explore the dynamics of power that shape a number of interpersonal encounters and social processes, not the least of which surround race. In the following pages, I develop a theory of racial identification (in underground hip-hop) that is both an outgrowth of my own positioned subjectivity and a guiding framework for what I witnessed among the hip-hoppers I met and interacted with -people who, like me, had to negotiate the terrain of identification, authenticity, and community belonging as part of their everyday movements within the scene. I first offer some preliminary comments on the practice of ethnographic research: its history, what it currently entails, and its place as an emergent mode of hip-hop scholarship.
Ethnography and hip-hop
Considering the extent to which hip-hop has been represented and discussed -in both the academy and everyday discourse -as a culture, it is surprising that the research methodology traditionally most associated with the study of culture has been utilized so sparingly within the history of hip-hop scholarship. Although ethnography has a long tradition within sociocultural anthropology, cultural sociology, and ethnomusicology, and has more recently been adopted by a broad range of disciplines, within the field of popular music studies its development has been relatively slow. 14 As a mode of research that came of age during the colonial era, classic ethnography involved traveling to distant cultures, attempting to live alongside and, to the extent feasible (or comfortable), similarly to indigenous peoples, with the goal of "grasp [ing] the native's point of view." 15 Ethnography today is recognized as a distinctly interpersonal research endeavor that is often practiced dose to home. 16 Thus the ethnographer's ability to live identically to community members-and to be (mis)recognized as a member to the point where daily life proceeds as if she were not there 17 -is generally increased and specifically impacted by particulars relating to both her identity and the boundary-maintaining measures of the community she aspires to conduct research within. Ethnographic projects are furthermore influenced by countless arbitrary, idiosyncratic, and unforeseen factors including, but by no means limited to, the personality characteristics of both the researcher and the specific people she encounters, and the circumstances under which she is introduced to the research community -even who happens to show up on her first night attending an open mic.
With these revelations at the fore, contemporary ethnography developed into a highly self-conscious research methodology concerned with both the power relations surrounding ethnographic projects and the politics of ethnographic representation.
18 At the micro-social level of everyday interactions, such considerations compel ethnographers to be cognizant of what Peter McLaren calls "reception formations" -that is, historically and culturally based understandings of the research enterprise that impact on how an ethnographer is both perceived and received-as well as the constant negotiations of identities taking place throughout the course of research. 19 Popular music scenes offer uniquely suited sites for ethnographers to productively work through many of these methodological complexities. These decidedly social arenas exist as communities of practice through wh ich the usual designators of collective identity (i.e. race, class, gender, ethnicity, sexuality, and religion) are often secondary to matters of mutual engagement and shared repertoires.
20 This is not to suggest that race, gender, and (especially) age are not consequential to perceptions of in-scene belonging -indeed one of my principal arguments in this chapter is for the ongoing salience of racial identifications in the face of underground hiphop's professed colorblindness -but rather that (a) joint participation in activities through which subcultural meanings are negotiated, and (b) collectively recognized ways of doing and saying things serve as two key aspects of a music scene's production and maintenance of community. 21 As a particular type of music around which scenes often form, hip-hop has a robust history of being authenticated around specific discourses of race (Black), gender (male), sexuality (hyper-heterosexual), and class (poor/working class).
22 The emergence of underground hip-hop -as a multiracial, more socially conscious alternative to commercial rap music, which has strong resonances within middle-class enclaves such as college towns -threatens to unsettle some of these ascriptive historical associations. 23 Through the virtues of its relationally and contextually situated attentions to the lived experiences of individuals, ethnography, when applied to (underground) hip-hop communities of practice, can help shed light on the dynamic and nuanced relationship between (largely exclusive) ascribed social identities and communities a tension that is to the development healthy and societies. largely out interests in documenting the textures of hip-hop's global spread, a small canon of hip-hop ethnographies set outside the USA began emerging around the start of the twenty-first century, including studies in northeast England, Berlin, Sydney, Tokyo, and Havana. More recently there has been an upsurge in USA-based ethnographies on hip-hop represented most notably through academic books authored by second-generation hip-hop scholars like Joseph Schloss, Ali Colleen Neff, Andreana Clay, and Emery Petchauer. Collectively, these works seek to legitimate hip-hop's aesthetics and practices through (re)presenting the actions, viewpoints, and voices of hip-hoppers themselves. Rather than relying on pre-established theories or emphasizing large-scale structural shifts that have little to no resonance with people's daily experiences, ethnography is more adept at presenting situational thick descriptions in an explanatory tone. Hip-hop ethnographers, while still drawing on theory and aiming to contextualize broad patterns of behavior, privilege the grounded perspectives of everyday social actors -which are notably distinct from the standpoints of invested celebrity artists or spokespersons. Indeed, the best contemporary ethnographers understand their enterprise as a project of sharing voice. And perhaps not surprisingly, several members of this new generation of hip-hop scholars-including Schloss, Neff, Petchauer, Sujatha Fernandes, Oliver Wang, and Jooyoung Lee -consider (or have at one time considered) themselves scholar-practitioners.
26 I include myself among these. Yet, the path of welcome that led me to becoming an open-mic performer who was known and recognized in this (micro)scene cuts through a forest of racial recognition and MC misrecognition, with an understory that illustrates just how much we ask and continue to make of the complex combination of visible attributes we understand as race . Top R first approached me asking if I was writing rhymes. His misrecognition of me as an MC was not the first or the last; in this instance, it provided a convenient opportunity to introduce myself and my research. After listening to me describe my interest in studying the multiracial character of Bay Area underground hip-hop for my doctoral thesis in cultural anthropology, Top R immediately decided to educate me on several historical and contextual aspects of my proposed study. The first regarded the history of African American migration to the Bay Area -most notably around World War II to work in the Oakland shipyards -and how it gave Black music from "the (Oak)Town" a certain "country" sound. 31 The second concerned hip-hop and cultural appropriation. Whereas many African American scholars have written about the injustices of wh ite appropriations of Black culture, and some have debated the extent to which white hip-hop enthusiasts are simply repeating this historical cycle, being a white hip-hopper himself, Top R felt obliged to share his views on this controversial issue. 
Theorizing race through (mis )recognitions
Both Top R's misrecognition of me as an MC and his subsequent recognition of me as a person who, perchance in a deliberate gesture to avoid offending, he distanced from the anthropological enterprise as he understood it, offer instructive instances for beginning to think through how the visibility and conception of race and the performance of racialized selves-in-process shape underground hip-hop community-building -not to mention the research encounters of hip-hop ethnographers. The specter of race, as DuBois observed in his famous doubleconsciousness postulation, steadily pursues and perpetually preoccupies those who have its markings involuntarily cast upon them.41 This means that the possibility of being treated in a certain way -whether that way is bad, good, or simply distinct -as a result of being recognized as belonging to a certain race is consistently present. This can range from experiences as innocuous as being selected first (or last) in a pick-up basketball game to something as consequential as being racially profiled. Where and when racial identity is unmarked -this would apply mainly to white Americans (or Europeans or Australians) in most ordinary social settings -the idea of being treated in a certain way as a result of one's race tends to only arise under extraordinary circumstances. Of course, within the broad domain of hip-hop (underground and commercial, national and global) whiteness is often marked -thus Top R becomes "a white guy with dope rhymes" (see above). Yet as part of a larger American (or British, German, Australian, etc.) society, non-whiteness is also marked. Consequently, hip-hop scenes become profitable venues for examining the complex structures and negotiations surrounding race.
The relational dynamics of racial identification that I have thus far sketched correspond with Kwame Appiah's perceptive thoughts on the role that identities play in structuring the terms of mutual conduct through which people interact. Appiah's framework, designed to shed light on "important features of the way social identities work," resonates powerfully with both my own experiences as a racially recognized ethnographer and the regimes of racial understandings and expectations I observed Bay Area underground hip-hoppers continually negotiating. 42 Whereas Appiah's model concerns social identities in general, here I am applying it specifically to race.
Appiah develops his thinking around four processes through which identities take on interrelational salience: "ascription," "identification," "treatment," and (the aforementioned) "norms of identification". Ascription refers to the invariably imperfect schemas people develop which enable them, in most instances, to classify persons as either determinately in or determinately not in an identified (in my case racial) group. This is what I have been calling "racial recognition": I am (recognized as) Black, Top R is (recognized as) white, several MCs at the Rockin' Java open mic are neither Black nor white but are still labeled racially, sometimes as a combination of recognized groups. Appiah's second process, identification, extends ascription's often visually based recognition (of race) to an acknowledged self-recognition that "figures in a certain typical way into [one's] thoughts, feelings and acts."
43 Importantly, how it figures is not prescribed: the fact that I self-recognize as Black does not mean that (in a hip-hop context) I should MC; and the fact Top R identifies as white and an MC does not mean that he should avoid or become defensive during discussions of cultural appropriation. What's vital is that my feeling Black, or his feeling white, or another hip-hopper's feeling Latino or Asian American matters in a relevant way that leads us to consciously act from our positions of subjective racial self-recognition. 44 In chorus with John L. Jackson, I believe that this distinction between restrictive scripts of racial authenticity and (inter-)subjective performances of racial sincerity is critical to understanding the complex and nuanced ways in which race persists as a basis for social solidarity and is lived both "intimately" and "affectively." 45 For Appiah, the differential treatment of people -ranging from "supererogatory kindness" to "opprobrious unkindness" -as a result of their being recognized as belonging to a certain (racial) group becomes a third way in which social-identity labels function.
46 This process of treatment, of course, in the interactional context of underground hip-hop sociality and/or ethnographic research, can be especially consequential to how these relational performances-of-self play out. Although Appiah (rightfully) acknowledges the degree of latitude surrounding the ways in which modes of identification and treatment shape everyday encounters and life plans, he does not overlook the norms of identification -both self-and collectively imposed regimes of "appropriate" behavior -which work to rein in eccentric excesses and provide common grounding for group membership. This is where the racial recognition of being Black or white or Native American, even in a multiracial underground hip-hop context, gets tethered to an insistence that certain additional things are recognized and/or to be expected.
You better recognize
The occasion of my meeting Top Rand his meeting me-our initial selves-inprocess interactive moment -intimately illustrates a performative dialectic I observed playing out in the situational acts of racialization taking place throughout the Bay Area's underground hip-hop scene. Curiously, our most telling exchange might have had more to do with my identification as an (African American) anthropologist than with his as a (white) hip-hopper. I am alluding to Top R's recognition of my personhood, actualized through the comment "but you're not like that." The "that" to which he referred is an established (if at times embellished) narrative of anthropology's collusion with and complicity in matters of institutional surveillance and colonial domination, which people knowledgeable of the discipline and possessing a critical disposition are well aware of. 47 I had introduced myself as an anthropologist, but through the combination of Top R's racial recognition of me (as Black) and my performance-of-self in conversation with him -here I would spotlight my confessed misgivings about the politics of research -I became "not that kind of anthropologist." Within underground hip-hop circles, this history of anthropology is relatively obscure; yet the narratives surrounding the history and essential qualities of hip-hop, and notably those concerning white participation in hip-hop, are well rehearsed. 48 Any white hip-hopper journeying outside of exclusively white enclaves has likely been tested and challenged on certain to-be-expected grounds. Through Top R's performance-of-self, he, in so many words, sought to solicit my recognition of him as "not that kind of white hip hopper." Just as I was a part of, but not contained within, an anthropological tradition that included colonial complicities, he became a white MC who acknowledged but was not defined by the history of white participation in Black music. What's significant here is that my deviation from a practiced anthropological tradition was, in part, attributable to my recognized race, whereas Top R's deviation from an ascribed racialized tradition was in spite of his.
Where the terms of subcultural authenticity are well known if not well worn, the most sincere bids to belong involve, first, acknowledging oneself as a particular type of positioned subject in relation to a community of practice -along axes of race, gender, age, (possibly) class, and/or any other type of (usually) visually based identity ascription -and, then, performing one's identity, regardless of the performed content, in dialogue with recognized identity scripts. Through such propositions we not only become more aware of the remarkable diversity of subjective positions (i.e. the untethered counterpoints to positioned subjects) contained within ascriptive labels, but also modify existing norms of identification, and better recognize the constructed nature of social identities.
(W)rapping it up
In terms of my owo journey, being recognized as someone Top R knewand who knew Top R -would favorably mark my movements within the underground hip-hop scene from that day forward. Through our association, my racial noticeability became notable as well. As summer arrived and the open-mic crowds grew larger, I came to be both a fixture (i.e. object of other people's gazes) and a known person at the Rockin' Java open mic. Three months after meeting Top R, I would take my first steps toward freestyling publicly by joining him in a rhyme cypher one evening in Golden Gate Park. 49 In the weeks leading up to that night, several open mic regulars had inquired about my reluctance to rhyme on stage and/or encouraged me to "just go up there." When I finally decided to go, my reception was favorable and supportive -especially from those who had been expectantly waiting, but also from several MCs who, over the course of my year in the Bay, happened to pass through the open microphone. I extensively got recognized as an MC at other hip-hop venues around the city and even while walking its streets. Notably, Top R -although genuinely appreciative of my first attempt to rhyme with him in the park -seemed ambivalent toward my continued efforts. Once, following one of my better freestyles, he noted with a tone of indifference that I was "up there rapping" as he turned to look for someone else in the crowd. And years later, after the fruits of these initial rhyming experiences had led to the release of three albums (with two different groups), Murs bluntly asked me what my motivation for rapping was. The focus of this chapter has been to examine how particular types of racial recognition foster certain kinds of self-in-process identifications in an underground hip-hop context. As the precarious and contingent nature of much of what I have described illustrates, this is nothing if not complicated terrain. A closing note on the racial and relational performances-of-selves I have sought to theorize here concerns the potential for widely recognized norms of identification to become self-fulfilling prophecies. In interactional exchanges such as those outlined above, the demands associated with expected behavior(s) are either realized or not realized through a dialectic between their (subjective) self-recognition as a basis of identification and their (objective) recognition by others as a basis for treatment. In the case of the ethnographer mistaken for an emcee, it was this treatment that foremost stimulated the transition from misrecognition to recognition.
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